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Particle Flow Calorimetry
In a typical jet:
• 60 % of jet energy in charged hadrons
• 30 % in photons (mainly from
))
• 10 % in neutral hadrons (mainly and
)
Traditional calorimetric approach:
• Measure all components of jet energy in ECAL/HCAL
• Approximately 70% of energy measured in HCAL:
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EJET = ETRACK + Eg + En

EJET = EECAL + EHCAL

Particle Flow Calorimetry paradigm:
• Charged particle momentum measured in tracker (essentially perfectly)
• Photon energies measured in ECAL:
• Only neutral hadron energies (10% of jet energy) measured in HCAL: much improved resolution
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Particle Flow Algorithms
The challenge for particle flow algorithms:
• Avoid double counting of energy from same particle
• Separate energy deposits from different particles
e.g.

If these hits are clustered together with
these, lose energy deposit from this neutral
hadron (now part of track particle) and ruin
energy measurement for this jet.

Level of mistakes, “confusion”, determines jet energy
resolution, not intrinsic calorimetric performance
Three types of confusion:

Failure to resolve photons
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neutral hadrons
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Pandora SDK
• Particle flow calorimetry demands high performance software. Need proper solution, allowing
clean and efficient implementation of large number of pattern recognition algorithms.
• Software framework and technology details not fixed for each detector concept, so software
must be reusable, flexible and isolated from specific detector/framework details.
• Introduce Pandora C++ software development kit (SDK)
Consists of a framework library and carefully designed
application programming interfaces (APIs).
• Pandora client app uses APIs to pass details of tracks
and calo hits to framework, which creates/manages
named lists of self-describing objects.
• Pandora algorithms use APIs to access objects, in a
controlled manner, to perform reconstruction.
Framework performs the memory management.
https://svnsrv.desy.de/viewvc/PandoraPFANew/
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Typical topology of a simulated
250GeV jet in CLIC ILD
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Pandora Client App
Can be detector
or software
specific

Isolates specific
detector and
software details,
creating selfdescribing hits,
tracks, etc.

Custom Content
Libraries

Pandora Client App

Runs registered content and
performs book-keeping

Register,
via APIs

Pandora
Framework
Algorithm Manager
CaloHit Manager

ILD/Marlin

Cluster Manager

SiD/org.lcsim

Plugin Manager, etc.

Often re-usable,
applicable to
multiple detectors

Pandora Content
Libraries

Pandora content:
algorithms, particle id functions,
energy correction functions,
shower profile calculators, etc...

FineGranularity Content
LAr Content, etc.
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Pandora Algorithms
Pandora
SDK

APIs

Pandora
Algorithms

Algorithm Manager

Clustering Algs

CaloHit Manager

Cluster Merging Algs

Cluster Manager

Track-Cluster Assoc. Algs

Plugin Manager, etc.

Fragment Removal Algs, etc.

Owns named collections of Pandora
objects: calo hits, tracks, clusters, PFOs.
Able to perform memory management,
as content can only be provided or
accessed via APIs.

Use APIs to access Pandora objects and carry
out particle flow reconstruction.

APIs

Physics-driven code, with nested structure
promoting re-use of code to perform specific
tasks.

Currently available: 56 algorithms for fine-granularity detectors, including clustering, visualization, etc.
24 algorithms for reconstruction of neutrino-induced events in LAr TPCs.
6 algorithms for reconstruction in coarse granularity detectors.
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Fine-Granularity Algorithms
ConeClustering
Algorithm
Topological
Association
Algorithms

Projected track
position

Cluster first
layer position

Track-Cluster
Association
Algorithms
Reclustering
Algorithms

3 GeV

3 GeV
6 GeV
9 GeV
Layers in close
contact
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Cone
Back-scattered
associations
tracks

Looping
tracks

38 GeV

18 GeV

12 GeV

32 GeV
30 GeV Track

Fragment Removal
Algorithms

6 GeV
9 GeV
Fraction of energy
in cone

PFO Construction
Algorithms
Neutral hadron
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PFA Performance at CLIC
• Performance of Pandora fine-granularity algorithms has been documented in a new publication:
NIM A700:153-162, 2013. Builds upon original Pandora publication: NIM A611:025-040, 2009.
J.S. Marshall, A. Münnich, M.A. Thomson

• Focus of publication is on modifications made to algorithms to improve jet energy reconstruction
at high energies (Ej>250GeV), when detector occupancies increase and it becomes difficult to
resolve individual particles.

• Also addresses challenging experimental conditions at CLIC, with increased levels of beaminduced backgrounds and a bunch spacing of only 0.5ns.
• Will now review important results, starting with strategy for dealing with CLIC environment:
• Pass all tracks and calo hits within relevant time windows to Pandora algorithms.
• Examine reconstructed PFOs to select only those from underlying interaction:
Remove poor quality tracks and cut on track arrival time at calorimeter.
Apply timing and pT cuts to PFOs; cuts differ for charged/neutral hadrons and photons.
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Background Suppression
1. Input to reconstruction:

Subdetector

ECAL 10ns
HCAL EndCap
10ns

PandoraPFA

10ns of tracks

HCAL Barrel
100ns

Reco Window

Hit Resolution

ECAL

10 ns

1 ns

Fe HCAL EndCap

10 ns

1 ns

W HCAL Barrel

100 ns

1 ns

Si Detectors

10 ns

10/√12

Entire train

n/a

TPC (CLIC_ILD)

2. Reconstructed particles, total energy 1.2TeV:

3. Selected particles, total energy 85GeV:

Apply selection
cuts to PFOs
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PFO Selection Cuts
• Pandora algorithms cluster energy in detector
into individual particles, which can be identified
as background or from underlying interaction.
• Cannot place timing cuts on individual hits prior
to reconstruction, but can cut on timing and pT
properties of reconstructed PFOs.

• PFOs from physics event have range of pT values
and times close to t0.

Solid histograms show distributions for ZZqq
events at s=3TeV, whilst dashed histograms are
for pile-up from gghadrons
J. S. Marshall
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Jet Energy Resolution
• Jet energy resolution was evaluated using Z’ events: off-shell Z bosons produced at rest at
different centre-of-mass energies, which typically provide two back-to-back mono-energetic jets.
• No jet reconstruction was performed and no backgrounds were included. Instead, to avoid bias,
full energy deposited in the detector, Ejj, was analysed and the jet energy resolution calculated:

Jets in barrel region
only, |cos(q)| < 0.7
Jet energy resolution
better than ~3.7% for
all energies considered
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PFO Selection Cuts
• To assess the impact of the PFO selection cuts on underlying physics events, the Z’ events were
examined (without any backgrounds) after the application of the different PFO selection cuts.
• Examine total deposited energies before and after different PFO selection cuts. More stringent
cuts remove more energy, but the negative impact of the cuts decreases with energy.
• At low energies, the PFO selection cuts have a significant impact on the jet energy resolution. As
the jet energy increases, the jet energy reconstruction performance is ~unaffected by the cuts.
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W Reconstruction
• To study the physics performance achievable using particle flow at CLIC, examined the ability to
distinguish between W and Z bosons. Used e+e-WWqq events for a range of W energies.
• All samples were fully simulated and reconstructed, and different levels of overlaid gghadrons
background events were examined.
• Additional reconstruction and event selection procedures included: lepton removal, background
neutral fragment removal, jet reconstruction (kt algorithm), application of angular cuts to the jets.
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W and Z Separation
• The di-jet mass distributions obtained from the e+e-WWqq event samples were compared
with those obtained from e+e-ZZqq event samples.
• As for the W datasets, fully simulated and reconstructed events were available with Z energies of
125, 250, 500 and 1000GeV, without background and with 60BX and 2x60BX overlaid background.
• Examine reconstructed mass peaks to assess the level of separation. For 500GeV W and Zs see
clear separation between peaks w/o background and reduced separation with 60BX background.

500GeV
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500GeV,
60 BX
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W and Z Separation
• Separation of the W and Z peaks quantified by determining the fraction of misidentified events for
the optimum mass cut. The natural widths of the W and Z bosons restrict id efficiency to < 94%.
• The fraction of misidentified events is converted into an equivalent Gaussian statistical separation.
E.g. For ideal Gaussian distributions, 15.8% misidentification corresponds to 2.
• Without background a 2 separation is maintained for gauge bosons with energies between
125GeV and 1TeV. This separation is reduced to about 1.7 when 60BX background is included.
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Missing pT Resolution
• Reconstruction of missing momentum is important in many physics analyses. The missing pT
resolution was quantified using the e+e-ZZqq samples (different E samples combined).
• Missing pT was calculated from the vector sum of the momenta of all the particles in the
reconstructed jets. This was compared to the generated missing-pT of the two neutrinos.
• Examine the distribution of the difference between measured and true missing pT and see how
this difference varies as a function of true pT.

Missing pT can be
measured with an
asymptotic precision of
about 3% for true
pT>100GeV
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Fake Missing Momentum
• Fake missing momentum can result from limitations in the detector coverage and from failed
reconstruction of momenta of the particles. Fake missing momentum quantified using Z’ events.
• The Figure below (left) shows the distribution of a single component (the x-component) of the
fake missing momentum for the 91GeV Z’ sample, with and without background.
• The resolution was then quantified by calculating the RMS90 of this distribution. See below (right),
the RMS90 rises approximately linearly with the total energy deposited in the detector.

Level of fake missing
momentum (in one
coordinate) is approx.
1-2% of event energy
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Particle Identification
• Pandora algorithms perform id of
charged leptons and photons.
• For CLIC CDR, calculated particle id
efficiency for different samples:

• Matched particle: reconstructed PFO
of same type and charge within cone
of 2° around a generated particle.

Single electrons

Single photons

~ +~Muon id efficiency, for e+e-
 W+W-~0~ 0 samples at
s=3TeV with and w/o background:

• Findable particle: generated particle
of a particular type, with energy
> 7.5GeV and 8° < q < 172°.
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Summary
• The Pandora software development kit aids the implementation of large numbers of
pattern recognition algorithms, as required for particle flow reconstruction.
• The Pandora algorithms, for use with fine-granularity calorimeters, meet the jet
energy and mass resolution goals for future linear colliders, including CLIC.
• The performance of the Pandora algorithms at CLIC is understood and is welldocumented, in the CLIC CDR and in recent publication: NIM A700:153-162, 2013.
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